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Candidate personal code: 

Extended essay - Reflections on planning and progress form 
Candidate: This form is to be completed by the candidate during the course and completion of their EE. This document 
records reflections on your planning and progress, and the nature of your discussions with your supervisor. You must 
undertake three formal reflection sessions with your supervisor: The first formal reflection session should focus on your initial 
ideas and how you plan to undertake your research; the interim reflection session is once a significant amount of your research 
has been completed, and the final session will be in the form of a viva voce once you have completed and handed in your EE. 
This document acts as a record in supporting the authenticity of your work. The three reflections combined must amount to no 
more than 500 words. 

The completion of this form is a mandatory requirement of the EE. It must be submitted together with the completed 
EE for assessment under Criterion E. As per the ‘Protocols for completing and submitting the Reflections on 
planning and progress form’ section of the EE guide, a mark of 0 will be awarded by the examiner for criterion E if 
the RPPF is blank or the comments are written in a language other than that of the accompanying essay. 

Supervisor: You must have three reflection sessions with each candidate, one early on in the process, an interim meeting 
and then the final viva voce. Other check-in sessions are permitted but do not need to be recorded on this sheet. After each 
reflection session candidates must record their reflections and as the supervisor you must indicate the month that the 
reflection session took place, the candidate’s year of DP study at that time and initial this form. 

First reflection session 
Candidate comments: 

Month: Supervisor initials: DP year (1 or 2): 
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Interim reflection 
Candidate comments: 

Final reflection - Viva voce 
Candidate comments: 

Month: Supervisor initials: DP year (1 or 2): 

Month: Supervisor initials: DP year (1 or 2): 
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Supervisor comments: 
Supervisor: By submitting this candidate work for assessment, you are taking responsibility for its authenticity. No piece of candidate work 
should be uploaded/submitted to the e-Coursework system if its authenticity is in doubt or if contradictory comments are added to this form. If 
your text in the box below raises any doubt on the authenticity of the work, this component will not be assessed.


	Text1: jps372
	Text3: The reason I have picked the topic of Sweden's independence during the Second World War, and more specifically, the Midsummer Crisis, for my Extended Essay is because I find wars very interesting, especially from a political standpoint and exploring how wars and conflicts start. I have already gathered a number of good sources but I ran into a few difficulties. One of these is that many sources are in Swedish, which I do not speak or understand, and that, since they are books or PDFs I can't simply google translate them. Another challenge that I found was that many online sources needed me to create an account in which I needed to pay money to see the sources. I obviously don't want to spend too much money on the Extended Essay but I will end up having to pay for some subscriptions and books. I am a bit concerned about spending money on an online resource and it ending up not being very useful.
	Dropdown1: [June]
	Dropdown2: [1]
	Text5: A. M.
	Text6: By this time in the research process, I have completed all of my research and had written most of my essay. It is not coherent yet but all my sections are clearly defined with arguments in each section. A challenge that I have faced, and was not expecting when starting the research process, was finding sources in English. Most sources were in Swedish, which I do not understand. It would have been great to get more sources from Swedish-speaking authors as I could have gotten a more biased point of view to gather more perspectives. In order to solve this problem, I used online translators to translate some of the sources, but the translations often did not make sense in English, therefore making the sources less reliable. While using sources in Swedish that was translated to English, I had to make sure what the author's background and views are. Otherwise, I would have used a very biased source which could put into question the reliability of my arguments.
	Dropdown3: [November]
	Dropdown4: [2]
	Text8: A. M.
	Text9: Overall, I am very pleased with my Extended Essay. Throughout the months I worked on it, I have learned a lot about time management. The Extended Essay is a very big task, and on top of IA's and exams, I knew that I would need to 'steal time' and do as much as possible before school started again in the fall. This is also what I would recommend to any student who also has to write the Extended Essay: start early. The summer break is a great time to just sit on the couch and read different books with various sources and information that you can use for your Extended Essay. I believe that I have been able to examine the Swedish Midsummer crisis and the different opinions on what caused Sweden to break neutrality. I have learned a lot in terms of time management and essay writing which I will implement in my future academic career.
	Dropdown5: [January]
	Dropdown6: [2]
	Text11: A. M.
	Text12: When we first discussed the topic – Swedish neutrality during WWII – I hesitated since this candidate does not speak or understand Swedish. The candidate was stubborn and argued that it should be possible to give the investigation a more international approach. What sources would be available – and would these sources give the reader an understanding for what happened during WWII? These were questions that needed an answer. I was split between a positive curiosity at the same time as I felt reluctant to the unnecessary problems that might show up. In the end I approved the topic.
I received a rough draft that showed certain progress. It was a bit unorganized and far too narrative. The sources used were mostly overviews from different encyclopedias which was a weakness. I commented on the different parts of the EE and asked the candidate to rewrite parts of the EE, especially the discussion and conclusion. My criticism of the work led to a more well-written EE, but still not so well organized and still too narrative. A few sources were added but the text still relied far too much on encyclopedias. One of the reasons for this was, of course, the fact that the candidate does not speak and understand Swedish. So, just as I feared, this became a bit of an obstacle.
When we discussed positive things learned during the EE process (during the Viva Voce) this candidate mentioned time management and the challenge of learning about an unknown topic in a “foreign language”. Mentioned was also that the candidate thought it was easier than expected to write a full 4000-word investigation. The advice given to future EE candidates was “start early”!
One thing mentioned by this candidate in the reflections was the problem finding accurate sources – and not have to pay for them (internet libraries). I object a bit to this comment since I very early in the EE process introduced the candidates to JSTOR and the Internet Archive – both free sources. I also published several articles (in Swedish) on a common homepage – so certain material was available and could have been used more (and a few of them was in the end used by this candidate).


